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News from James Madison University
During Library Dedication on May 19

Carriers Cited for Their Achievements
The massive changes that have
taken place at James Madison University in recent years were cited as
J M U officially renamed its library in
honor of University President and
Mrs. Ronald E. Carrier.
Formerly called Madison Memorial Library, the library is now named
Carrier Library in honor of Carrier
and his wife, Edith.
The ceremony held outside the
library jl}so included the formal dedication of an addition which more than
doubled the size of the original library.
A crowd of about 300 attended:
The dedication speaker, Walter J.
McGraw of Richmond, said that the
Carriers are "the two favorite people
of all who are associated with James
Madison University."
McGraw is senior member of the
Richmond law firm of Williams,
Mullen & Christian and is the former
rector of the JMU Board of Visitors.

In his response Carrier said the
library is "the heart of the learning
'experience on campus" and "there is
no greater honor that a college president can have than the heart of the
institution bearing his name."
Carrier said that he and Mrs. Carrier
were dedicating themselves "to the
continued mission of this University."
Mrs. Carrier said that she was
"honored, flattered and grateful" for
the renaming of the library. She said
the occasion was especially significant
since the library is so near Hillcrest,
where the Carriers and their three
children lived for seven years.
Mrs. Carrier said she had seen the
library every morning for years when
she left the front door of Hillcrest but
"never once did it cross my mind that
someday the library would bear our
name."
The newly named library was officially opened with a plaque-unveiling

McGraw pointed out some of the

and a ribbon-cutting ceremony. Dr .

great changes that have taken place at
J M U since 1971 when Carrier became
president and Mrs. Carrier became
first lady of the school.
Among the changes cited by
McGraw were:
-An increase in the number of
JMU faculty members from 250 to
530 and an increase in the number of
faculty members holding doctorates
from 50 percent to nearly 75 percent.
- The listing of JMU by U.S.
News & World Report as one of the
top comprehensive universities in the
East.
-An-increase in applications for
admission from 3,800 per year to
more than 12,000 per year.
- Great success in the J M U
athletic program. He specifically
mentioned JMU's three straight
appearances in the NCAA national
basketball tournament, the appearance by the J M U baseball team in the
College World Series and major victories by the football team.
- The success of J M U alumni in
professional fields.
-The more than $50 million in
construction that has taken place at
J M U since Carrier became president.
McGraw also pointed to Carrier's
"dynamic brand ofleadership and his
expertise and flair in dealing with
students, faculty, legislators, administrators and the public."
Mrs. Carrier, McGraw said, is
known for "her graciousness and her
gentility." He said that Mrs. Carrier
"possesses the wit, the good humor
and the effervescence that provide the
perfect complement to the exhibited
talents of her husband."

and Mrs. Carrier cut a purple and
gold ribbon to open the building.
Dr. James H. Taylor Jr. of Lynchburg, rector of the J M U Board of Visitors, presided during the ceremony.
The plaque-unveiling and ribboncutting were led by Charles W.
Wampler Jr. of Harrisonburg, vice
rector of the JMU board.
Carrier Library currently contains
more than 300,000 bound volumes
and almost a half million microform
items.

The plaque for the Carrier Library is unveiled by Charles W. Wampler
Jr., board of visitors vice rector. Looking on are Mrs. Carrier, grandson
Walter held by his father Michael Carrier, and President Carrier.

Th~ n~wcst library addition, in foreground, was completed in 1982 and more than doubled the size of the
facility. Th~ original library opened in 1939.
Public Information Office Photos
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Vice PreSident for Academic.
Affairs-- Named from-Alabama
Montevallo, Warren was assistant to
Dr. Russell G. Warren, vice presithe
president for academic affairs at
dent for academic affairs at the Unithe
University
of Richmond.
versity of Montevallo in Alabama, has
He was at the University of Richbeen named vice president for acamond from 1971 to 1978 and also
demic affairs at J M U.
served
there as special assistant to the
Warren, 42, will assume his new
vice president and provost, academic
position in July. He was chosen from
dean of Richmond College and a
niore than 150 applicants for the job.
faculty member in the economics
His appointment was announced by
department.
President Ronald E. Carrier at the
A native of Baltimore, Md., Warren
final faculty meeting of the 1983-84
has his B.S. in business administrasch~l year.
tion from the University of RichAs JMU's chief academic officer,
Warren succeeds Dr. Thomas C.
Stanton. Stanton left J M U last year to
assume the presidency of Francis
Marion College in Florence, S.C.
Dr. William R. Nelson, head of
Dr. Ray V. Sonner, an administraJMU's political science department,
tor at J M U for nearly 20 years, has
has served as interim vice president
been named senior vice president at
since Stanton's departure.
the University.
Warren has been vice president for
As senior vice president, Sonner
academic affairs at the University of
will be the principal administrator at
Montevallo since 1978. He was the
J M U in the absence of President
first person to hold that position at the
Ronald E. Carrier.
Alabama university.
Carrier said that Sonner's primary
The University of Montevallo is a
duties in the new position will revolve
state university with an enrollment of around major development programs
about 2, 700. The city of Montevallo is
and fund-raising efforts at JMU.
located near Birmingham.
"It's essential that ]MU receive
Before going to the University of additional private funding so the

mood. His Ph.D. in economics is
from Tulane University.
Warren was a fellow of the American Council on Education in 1975-76
and has been a fellow and senior staff
member of the American Association
of Colleges.
He was named one ofthe five Outstanding Young Men of Virginia in
1976 by the Virginia Jaycees and
received the Omicron Delta Kappa
award as the Outstanding Professor at
the University of Richmond in 1973.

Dr. Russell G. Warren

Sonner Named Senior Vice President

..

former Visitor J.l. Mauck Dies
J. Leonard Mauck, who was a
member of the James Madison University Board of Visitors for 10 years,
died May 11 in Marion. He was 77.
Mauck Stadium, the 900-seat
baseball stadium at J M U, is named in
his honor.
Mauck was first appointed to the
J M U board in 1964, when the first
b'>ard of visitors for the institution
was named. He served until 1970 and
was appointed for a second term from
1974 to 1978.
He graduated from Emory and
Henry College, where he was an out-

standing athlete. Mauck began his 40year career in education as a teacher
and athletic coach. He taught in
Abingdon, Saltville and Hot Springs
before being named superintendent
of schools in Smyth County in the
mid-1940s.
Mauck was school superintendent
in Smyth County for 27 years until his
retirement in the early 1970s.
In lieu of flowers, the family suggested that donations in his memory
be made to the J M U athletic scholarship fund or to Emory and Henry.

Mag Sandridge, Esther T urner, C raig
Harvey-typesetting
Montpelier is the official publication of James
Madison University and is named forthe home of
James and Dolley Madison. Montpelier is
published by JMU's Division of University
Relations in cooperation with the University
Alumni Association.
Division of University Relations
Dr. Ray V. Sooner- senior vice preside~·!
Linwood Rose-assistant vice president
Fred D. Hilton- assistant to vice president
Thomas B. Watkins-d irector of alumni
programs
Roben L. Howerton- assistant director of
alumni programs
Benjamin Critzer- publications editor
Elizabeth Lee, Wayne Liskey-graphic anists
Ken Ries-public and spons information
director
Milia Sue Wisecarver, Gary Michaelassistant information directors
Tommy Thompson--<:hief photographer
Karen Leigh- JMU News editor
Judith Daniel, Lois Green- staff writers
Ken Parrnalee- printing manager

Alumni Association Board of Directors
Patrick Coffield ('75), Portsmouth
Charles Coleman ('76), Woodbridge
Hannah Cullen ('47), Richmond
Faye Morgan Dundore ('60), Roanoke
Carol Eubank ('62), Manakin
Diane Bridgefonh Lively ('80), Winchester
Nellie Lantz Long ('49), Edinburg
H .D. (Danny) O'Donnell ('60), Harrisonburg
Rebecca Settle Peebles ('49), Lawrenceville
Dave T urner ('49), Harrisonburg
Ruth Stephenson ('39), Charlottesville
Olin Webster ('48), Harrisontlurg
Tom White ('77), Arlington
Alumni Association Officers
Nellie Lantz Long ('49), Edinburg- president
H.D. (Danny) O'Donnell ('60), Harrisonburg,first vice-president
Tom White ('77), Arlington- second vicepresident
Ruth Stephenson ('39), Charlottesville- secretary
Byron Matson ('75), Reston- immediate past
president
Inez Graybeal Roop ('35), Richmond- Board of
Visitors representative
Dr. G. T yler Miller, Lynchburg-lifetime
honorary member

University can achieve its goals for
continued excellence," Carrier said.
"Dr. Sonner and I will work together
in seeking out sources of major gifts
for JMU."
Sonner, who is also JMU's vice
president for university relations,
first came to Madison in 1963 as
administrative assistant to President
G. Tyler Miller.
He left Madison in 1964 and served
for two years as superintendent of the
Harrisonburg city school system. He
returned to ] M U in 1966 as director
of field services and placement.
In 1968, Sonner was named executive assistant to President Miller.
Three years later he was named director of the institution's newly-created
division of public services.
Sonner was named vice president
for public affairs in 1974, and his title
changed to vice president for university relations in 1977 when Madison
College became James Madison
University.
Since Sonner became vice president, JMU's Division of University

Relations has won 12 national awards
for public relations programs from
the Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE) and
four national awards from the National School Public Relations Association.
The division has also won numerous awards for publications from the
Printing Industries of the Virginias
and the College Sports Information
Directors of America.
A native of Strasburg, Sonner has
his bachelor's degree from Lynchburg College and his master's and
doctorate from the University of
Virginia.
He taught at Hopewell High
School and was a teacher and principal at Harrisonburg High before joining the J M U staff.
A veteran of World War II, Sonner
has been active in a number of civic
and professional organizations.
He was cited in 1980 by CASE with
an award for a quarter century of outstanding service to education.

Staff Appointments Listed
In University Relations
Several staff appointments have
been announced in the Division of
University Relations.
Benjamin Critzer, former editor of
the JMU News faculty/staff newspaper, has been named publications
editor.
Karen Hobbs Leigh ('78) has been
named to succeed Critzer as editor of
the JMU News.
In addition, JMU News staff writer Lois Green ('80) has been named
assistant editor of the newspaper. She
replaces Janet Wendelken, who has
been appointed executive vice president of the Harrisonburg-Rockingham County Chamber of Commerce.
In his new position, Critzer supervises the preparation of Montpelier
and all other J M U publications
intended for off-campus distribution.
Critzer came to JMU in August
1978 as assistant editor of the JMU
News. H e became editor of the
weekly newspaper in early 1979.
Prior to coming to JMU, he was a

reporter for newspapers in Waynesboro, Charlottesville and Roanoke.
Leigh received her bachelor's
degree magna cum laude in English
and communication arts from JMU
and, in 1981, earned a master's degree
in college personnel from Old Dominion University.
She has worked as a reporter for
newspapers in Suffolk and Petersburg. She also spent two years as an
administrative assistant and adjunct
English instructor at Paul D. Camp
Community College in Franklin.
JMU News assistant editor Green
has served as a staff writer for the
newspaper since September 1982.
Prior to that, she was assistant director of information and publications at
Mary. Baldwin College.
Green received her bachelor's
degree magna cum laude with distinction in English from J M U and is
expected to receive a Master ofBusiness Administration degree from
JMU in August.
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To Meet Needs of All Students

Computers Stressed
By Judith Daniel
JMU News Staff Writer

The computer literacy program
which will begin at J M U next fall is "a
multi-pronged" program, according
to the head of the content-coordinating
committee for the program.
The curriculum is divided into five
areas to meet the needs of students in
five different groups of majors, said
Dr. Diane Spresser, professor of
mathematics and computer science
and head of the department of
mathematics and computer science.
The program is unusual in that it
stresses literacy for all students, not
just for those in the math/science/en' gineering areas.
Instead ofoffering separate computer courses as many literacy programs
do, the J M U program will incorporate computer instruction into the
mathematics courses required in each
major. "We want to start early with
the idea that students will utilize
(computer knowledge) in other topics
for the remainder of their coursework."
Spresser was invited to give a talk
on the program at the National Conference on Microcomputers and Basic
Skills held at City University of New
York in early April. Representatives
from several universities have since

asked for inform~tion on JMU's curriculum which they might use in
designing programs at their own
institutions.
J M U's program "is attractive
because it is done without additional
courses or course requirements,"
Spresser said. That is important at a
time when resources are tight."
The content coordinating committee was made up of Spresser, Dr.
Donald Kroeber, head of the department of information and decision
sciences; Dr. Don Musselman, associate professor of data processing; Dr.
William Smith, head of the department of educational resources; and
Terry LePera, assistant professor of
mathematics.
Goals for the program were formulated in the fall of 1983, but Spresser
indicated that courses had been discussed since President Ronald E. Carrier proposed the concept in his
address at the 75th-anniversary
convention.
Goals include a basic knowledge of
common computer terminology,
some experience in keyboard use and
experience in loading and running
prepared programs.
In addition, students should develop some ability to use the computer and appropriate software in
problem-solving through existing

Scenes like these will be more common next year as JMU begins a
computer literacy program which will reach all students at the University. Students will use both the mainframe and microcomputers in five
different courses.

programs and/or the development of

Photos by Judith Daniel

.\ \argarel Kempton, a!>sistant professor of mathematics, works with the
ne\\ .\U:'IiiTAB program, which will be used at JMU next fall.

individually-written programs.
They should have some understanding of the role and limitations of
the computer and an awareness of
when and how the computer may be
used appropriately in academic disciplines, in work places and in daily life,
Spresser said.
"In the end computer lite-r acy
really means that· one changes one's
mindset w that one sees the computer
as a natural tool for everyday use," she
stated.
Spresser pointed out that ·courses
may be revised in the future. "We see
this as a stopgap measure," she said.
It may not meet the needs of students
"five years down the road," particularly if more and more of them come
to I M U with extensive prior computer experience, she said.
In order to get the literacy program
off the ground the University has
added a $50 surcharge to students'
fees. The $400,000 from the fees will
go toward the purchase of a second
VAX ll/780 mainframe computer to

be housed in the Miller Hall computer center and 75 microcomputers to
be located in laboratories around the
campus. Bids are being submitted for
the microcomputers, so the brand has
not yet been decided, Spresser said.
A program called MIN IT AB,
developed at Pennsylvania State University, will be used on the mainframe computer. The MINITAB
program is already on eampus, and
faculty members are working with it
in preparation for fall teaching.
Dr. I ames Mullenex, associate professor of mathematics, has been
awarded a summer support grant to
develop instructional materials for the
computer literacy courses. "The curriculum is sufficiently non-standard
that we are not fmding materials for
it," Spresser said.
Response to the proposed literacy
curriculum "has been uniformly very
positive among students," Spresser
said. "We have put together a program in a way that is appropriate for
college educated men and women."

-
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For Science, Mathematics

Funds for Excellence Awarded to JMU

t

James Madison University will
receive nearly $200,000 from the
state's Funds for Excellence program
to develop a center for improving
science and mathematics on both the
secondary and collegiate levels.
The University also received $30,000.
from the same state program to
increase the quality of JMU's field
geology program.
The funds were approved recently
by the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV). Some
$2.5 million was allocated statewide
over the next two years under the
program.
SCHEV provided funds for 27
projects submitted by state ' colleges
and universities ..A total of 88 proposals, costing $11.2 million, had been
requested by the institutions.
The Science and Mathematics
Center at JMU will be a cooperative
effort between the University and area
school divisions, business and indus-

try. JMU's School of Education and
Human Services and the science and
mathematics departments of its College of Letters and Sciences will work
with the project.
Some of the goals of the center are:
-To help establish teams of high
school and university faculty and business and industry leaders to work
toward improving instruction in math
and science.
-To provide in-service instruction
making science and math teachers
more competent in subject matter and
teaching methods.
-To stimulate student interest in
science and math with the goal of having more students take those courses
in high school.
-To serve as a resource center for
public school divisions.
-To develop advanced courses for
high school seniors that are not currently available.
The $30,000 for JMU's field geol-

ogy program will b~ used to provide
equipment, supplies and support
facilities used by geology students in
collecting data and preparing maps.
The first priority of, the geology
funds will be to replace worn and
damaged equipment. The second

Original Faculty Member,
Althea L. Johnston, Dies
Althea Loose Johnston, a member
of the original faculty of James
Madison University, died March 23,
at her home in Richmond. She was 98.
Mrs. Johnston, who received
JMU's annual educator of the year
award in 1981, retired in 1951 after
serving more than 30 years as head of
the physical education department.
In 1925, 1929, 1930, 1934, and 1935,
"Miz J," as she was called by

For Technology, Entrepreneurs, Innovation

Three New Centers Announced
J M U plans to establish new centers
for science and technology, entrepreneurial studies and innovative studies.
JMU president Ronald E. Carrier
announced plans for the three centers
at the fmal faculty meeting for the
1983-84 school year. He said it is
hoped the centers will be established
in the coming school year.
The Center for Science and Technology will create opportunities for
the placement of University faculty
and students in high- technology
industries through faculty leaves and
student internships, Carrier said.
Carrier said the center will insure
that JMU's "curriculum, faculty and
students are kept current with developments in science and technology in
industry and government."
The center is a continuation of
J M U's long- standing interest in
science and high technology, Carrier

· said. J M U sponsored a major symposium on high technology for business
and industrial leaders last year.
The Center for Entrepreneurial
Studies will examine case histories of
persons who have been successful in
establishing small businesses, Carrier
said. The center will deal with the
methods and risk-taking that entrepreneurs have utilized in reaching
success.

The Center for Innovative Studies
will be designed to keep the University's continuing education programs
"up-to-date with the great changes in
the world," Carrier said.
"There is a need for a great university to disseminate knowledge to its
publics," he said. "This particular
center will be a model for continuing
education programs."

Breeze Positions Announced
The top three positions for the
1984-85 Breeze have been announced.
Constance Walker, a sophomore
from Dallas, will be the newspaper's
editor. Walker, an English major at
JMU, has served this year as assistant
features editor.
Gwen Farris, sophomore from
Gladys, will be the managing editor.

priority will be the purchase of new
equipment.
The funds for the geology program
will be allocated in the 1984-85 school
year. The math and science center
funds will be allocated over the next
two school years.

She is a communication arts major
and served this year as assistant news
editor.
Marion McQuiston, a junior from
Annandale, will be the business
manager. She is an accounting major
and served this year as the assistant
business manager.

stud~nts,

coached undefeated basketball teams for what was then known as
the State Teachers College at
Harrisonburg.
A native of Prince William County
and a graduate of Carroll College in
Waukesha, Wis., Mrs. Johnston was
an instructor of German, Latin, and
physical education during the
opening term at the State Normal and
Industrial School for Women at
Harrisonburg in 1909.
In 1911 , she married James
Chapman Johnston, head of the
physical science department at
Harrisonburg Normal, and left
teaching to begin a family. In 1919,
Mrs. Johnston returned to teaching,
and in 1927, after her husband's
death, she became the first head of the
health and physical education
department, a post she held until
1949.
In 1929, Mrs. Johnston received a
master's degree from the Teachers
College of Columbia University.
In 1977, when the name of
Madison College was changed to
James Madison University, Mrs.
Johnston was recognized as the only
living member of the school's original
faculty.
In 1982, the JMU Foundation
established a scholarship . in Mrs.
Johnston's name.
Johnston Hall on the JMU campus
is named in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnston.
A graveside service was held March
25, at Woodbine Cemetery in
Harrisonburg.

Margaret Gordon Dies; Taught Biology Here

Margaret Gordon

Margaret Anderson Gordon, a
longtime member of the biology
faculty at JMU, died April 21 at the
University of Virginia Hospital after a
lQ.ng illness. She was 48.
A native of Norfolk, she graduated
from Madison College in 1957. She
joined the biology department later
that year.
Gordon was active in civic affairs in
Harrisonburg. She was the city's
representative on the HarrisonbUrgRockingham Regional Sewer Authority, a member of the Harrisonburg
Democratic Committee and a candidate for city council in 1978.
She was a former president of the
local chapter of the League of Women
Voters and of the Harrisonburg

branch of the American Association
of University Women.
Gordon, who received a master's
degree in biology from the University
of Virginia, also did graduate work at
U.Va.'s Mountain Lake Biological
Station. at Louisiana State University
and at University of Tennessee Medical School.
She was a member of the Virginia
Academy of Science, the National
Science Teachers Association, Delta
Kappa Gamma and the Gerontology
Society of America.
Gordon was a former vestry member
and registrar of Emmanuel Episcopal
Church in Harrisonburg.
On Dec. 22, 1959, she married John
R. Gordon, who survives. He is an

associate professor of physics at J M U.
Also surviving are two sons, Frank
W. and John R. Gordon Jr., both of
Harrisonburg, and a brother, Dr.
T.C. Anderson Jr. of Richmond.
Resolutions citing Gordon's service to J M U were passed by both the
University faculty and the JMU
board of visitors.
A scholarship fund is being established in Gordon's name at JMU.
Contributions to the fund, payable
to the Margaret Gordon Scholarship
Fund, may be sent to Dr. Beverly P.
Silver, Biology Department, James
Madison University, Harrisonburg,
Va. 22807.
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Woman to Graduate in '34
Finishes 50 Years Later
By Lois Green
JMU News Staff Writer

May Thurston Cupp received her degree in May.

Fifty years ago, May Thurston
Cupp was slated to graduate from the
Harrisonburg State Teacher's College. But during the Depression, she
could only afford to go to college for
two years.
In May Cupp received a four-year
degree from James Madison University on the 50th anniversary of the
class of 1934.
Cupp was a student at the Harrisonburg Teacher's College in 1931
and 1932. She received her teaching
certificate in 1932.
At her daughter's encouragement,
Cupp began taking classes at JMU
several years ago. Cupp said her
daughter was driving from Lexington
to J M U several days a.week and asked
her mother to come along. Cupp
decided to return to school "for the
pure joy of learning," she said.
To ease back into school, Cupp
audited classes for her first year. Then
she began taking classes for credit and
decided to put the hours toward
receiving a degree on the 50th anniversary of her class.
Cupp received a bachelor of
general studies degree. This degree
program offers individualized study
and is designed especially to meet the
needs of adults returning to school.

Cupp has concentrated in studio
art with Dr. Jay Kain, head of the art
department, as her adviser.
Dr. Kain said Cupp "is a very
energetic student who gets very
enthusiastic about what she is doing.
She is always searching for new things
to do," he said.
"She ttas an abundance ofenergy,"
Kain said. On a 10-day trip to New
York City with other students, Cupp
"outdistanced all the young students," he said. Students reported
that Cupp was the one with the
enthusiasm and energy to keep going
when others were ready to call it a
day.
Cupp said "I think of myself not
age-wise, but I think of myself
ability-wise." And students and
faculty have accepted her on that
basis. She said she has made some of
her dearest friends among the faculty
and students.
After graduation, Cupp plans to
continue with her art work and experiment with the new techniques she has
learned.
She recently exhibited clay, fiber
and paper art in a one-woman show in
Lexington, and she plans to begin
exhibiting her work at more shows.
"School has opened a whole new
world ofpeople, places and learning,"
she said.

Record 1984 Class

Receives Degrees
The large'! graduating da~' in JM C\ hi~ tory received degrees during comme•K·ement ceremonies May 1.
A crowd of more than 12,000 gathered on the Quadrangle for the ceremony.
The weather was perfect for the morning program-bright sunshine with comfortable temperatures.
The commencement ceremony !Catured a first for graduation exercises-three
'reaker~ . Brief comment~ were delivered by Kirby L. Cramer, father of a
graduating ~enior; Dr. Ralph A. Cohen, associate professor of English; and
I \abel .\1. <: umming~, pa~t pre~ident of the Student Government Association
and a graduating senior.
J,\1l" Pre ~ident Ronald E. Carrier also ~poke during the ceremony.
In his welcoming to the graduates, Carrier said that the students "have had an
impact on the University."
A college education will provide the "springboard for great achievements,"
Carrier told the graduates.
When he was introduced, Carrier received a standing ovation from the
graduating class.
The class with its 1,905 members was the largest in JMU's history. The
previous record was 1,901 in 1982.
The total, however, includes some 275 students who finished their degree
requirements in December and about 125 who will complete their work at the
end of JMU's May session.
There were l, 742 bachelor's degrees awarded, 156 master's degrees and seven
educational specialist degrees.
The largest number of graduates-616- were in the School of Business.
There were 441 graduates in the College of Letters and Sciences; 405 in the
School of Education and Human Services; 243 in the School of Fine Arts and
Communication; 163 in the Graduate School; 28 in the School of Nursing; and
nine in the bachelor of general studies program.
Tht" _>roce~sional-when the class and faculty marched up the Quadrangle to
their seats- took nearly ?.0 minutes.
rollowing tht. torma~ commen~t>ment program . JMU graduates had
the option of remaining to have their names read individually and to shake
P: :sidt>nt Carrier's hand. Nt"arly all of the graduates reiJI~int"d for that portion of
the program.

Faculty Honored
Dr. Ralph A. Cohen displays the James Madison University Distinguished Teaching Award presented to him during the recent
Founders Day convocation. He was one of five faculty cited at the
annual program. Retiring faculty members Dr. Raymond
Dingledine Jr. and John G. Stewart were each presented a James
Madh.on Distinguished Service Award. Dr. Frank A. Gerome
and Dr. Elizabeth L.lhle were named Madison Scholars for the
1984-85 academic year.
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Christiansen, Dingledine, Perlman, Stewart

Four Faculty Members Retire After 88 Years
By Judith Daniel
JMU News Staff Writer

The four faculty members who
retired from J M U this year served the
University for a total of 88 years.
Dr. Raymond Dingledine Jr., Dr.
Marjorie Christiansen, Milton Perlman and John Stewart hung up their
academic robes and put on the mantle
of retirement after the May commencement ceremonies.
Dingledine, who came to Madison
College in 1948, has the longest
tenure of the four. A native of Harrisonburg, his links to the campus
began with his father, Raymond
Dingledine Sr., who was on the history facuty for 25 years.
Dingledine earned his B.A. and
M.A. at University of Virginia and
was well on his way to a Ph.D. when
he was drafted into the service. He
spent 3\/z years in the Signal Corps
and Air Corps during World War II,
finishing his service as a first lieutenant.
Mter the war, Dingledine and his

wife Emily returned to U.Va. where
he finished his P-h.D. In 1947 he took
a post at Alabama Polytechnic Institute (now Auburn University). During his first year there he received a
telegram from President Samuel P.
Duke, offering him a position at
Madison.
"We were very happy in Auburn,"
Dingledine said. "It was a lovely little
town, and the people were friendly,
but my father had taught here; my
mother was still here; and Virginia is
my home," he said.
So in 1948 he became part of the
five-member department of social
science and history which "taught
everything from history to sociology," he said.
When history became a separate
department in 1965, he was appointed
its head, a position he has held ever
since. "I'm ready for a change of
pace," he said. He thinks the new
head, Dr. Michael Galgano, whose
field is English social history, will
bring "a different kind of expertise to
tl1e department." Dingledine's specialties are American Colonial history
and Virginia history.

Public Information Office Photo

Dr. Raymond C. Dingledine Jr., who will retire this summer, received
the James Madison Distinguished Service Award during recent Founders Day activities. He has taught at JMU since 1948.
·
I>

He plans to do some research in the
latter area and hopes to write a book
he has "partly developed" about a
19th-century Virginia politicalle~der
named William Cabell Rives. He will
work in one of the faculty studies in
the library, "a very nice arrangement," he said. And he will teach a
course each semester next year. After
that, "we'll sort of see how things
develop."
In addition, Dingledine, "an avid
lover of golf," plans to spend more
time on the course than he has in the
past. And he and Mrs. Dingledine, a
kindergarten teacher at Spotswood
Elementary School, hope to travel.
They will limit their trips to the
summer until Mrs. Dingledine retires.
They began traveling when their
three children "were settled in their
own lives," he said. Travel "has
meant a great deal to us .... It is something you carry with you ·indefmitely."
Dingledine will also be busy with
civic activities. He was re-elected
May 1 to a fourth four-year term on
the Harrisonburg City Council.
"I've loved teaching/' Dingledine
said. A firm believer that "there is
value in knowledge for the sake of
knowledge," he said it has been "a
wonderful experience to try to stimulate young minds and try to expand
understanding."
Dingledine was an adviser to the
Honor Council from 1948 to the mid19-70s, when "in an effort to resurrect
the system," it was restructured. He
has since served on the Honor Advisory Board. An honor system is a
"marvelous way to operate an academic community," Dingledine said.
The J M U Honor System "is not as
strong as I hope it will be," he said.
"We have some very fine student
leaders, but there is a desperate need
for students to take more responsibility.,
Dingledine has been content
throughout all his years in Keezell
(then Reed), Harrison, Johnston and
finally Jackson halls. "I have had an
unusually fine group of colleagues
and friends," he said.
"My experiences at James Madison
have made me feel that if I had my
life's career to choose all over, I'd do
the same thing."
Like the Dingledines, Dr. Marjorie
Christiansen and her husband will
have to limit their travel to the
summer. Dr. Ted Christiansen, professor of special education, has one
more year until his retirement. "It
will be nice to travel in the fall when it
is cooler," she said.
Their summer trips have already
taken them to "most of Europe,"
Venezuela, Hawaii, Panama, Morocco
and the Caribbean.
Although Christiansen was born in
Illinois, she thinks of herself as a westem because she was educated in the
western part of the United States.
Also, her daughter, who has a B.A.
and M.A. from J M U lives in Albuquerque.

Christiansen received a B.S. in dietetics and an M.A. in secondary education from University of New Mexico. Her Ph.D. in nutrition and
biochemistry is from Utah State University. She taught nutrition at the
nursing school at New Mexico for 18
years before coming to J M U.
She moved to Harrisonburg in
1969 when her husband came to start
the special education department.
She began teaching in the home economics department a short time later.
"We love this little town" and plan
to stay here unless Harrisonburg's
winter weather becomes too severe,
she said.
Christiansen teaches nutrition and
foods courses at the University. The
study of nutrition "is really very exciting," she said. There are constantly
new developments, . and "I have to
read a great deal to keep up,"
One of her favorite courses is a
basic course in nutrition. Although it
does not fulfill a general studies
requirement, about 80 percent of the
students who take it are non-majors.
More and more people are getting
interested in nutrition, and a course
like this one "gives them a chance to
learn more about their bodies."
Christiansen has been in Moody
Hall ever since she came here and has
accumulated a great many books and
other accouterments of the academic
life. Her husband often accuses her of
hoarding like a squirrel, she said. She
has been busy these past few weeks
cleaning out "15 years of squirreldam."
While at the University she has
served on many committees, including the Judicial Council, the Committee on Undergraduate Studies and a
number of departmental comrrlittees.
She was on the Faculty Senate "for a
while." She is a past president of the
Virginia Dietetic Association.
In addition to traveling, Christiansen plans to do some private nutrition
and dietary consulting.
"I have a feeling I'll be back taking
courses," she added. She wants to
study fields she never had time for
before, probably starting with anthropology, she said. "And my husband
wants me to brush up on my French
for our travels."
While back on campus she may
look up some of her former students.
"I like working with students. I'll
miss them more than anything," she
said. "I'd like to be remembered as a
good teacher."
When Milton Perlman and John
Stewart leave JMU, they will depart
from the office they have shared since
Perlman came to the campus in 1963
and retire to their respective homes in
Broadway.
Perlman and Stewart came to their
office in 302 Keezell Hall through
·
vastly different routes.
Perlman was born in Memphis and
attended public schools there. He
earned a B.A. from St. John's College
in Maryland but also attended Vanderbilt University and University of
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Perlman opens the windows in the
winter, but Stewart agrees that they
have gotten along well, although
"sometimes I can't find him under all
the mess on his desk." Not only must
they clear their desks, a task Perlman
thinks will take about a day, but they
must find homes for a whole wall of
books. Perlman has given many of his
to Dr. James Conis, a professor of
Spanish whose office is nearby, and
Stewart has shared many of his with
students. "I have kept some of the
special ones, however," he said: ones
like the elementary Greek text he
used in high school in Vienna,
Austria.

Dr. Marjorie Christiansen lists traveling and taking courses in areas
she never had time for-such as anthropology-among her retirement
plans.
Illinois. He has an M.A.T. from
U. Va. and a dip lome de hautes etudes
from University of Grenoble.
He met his wife, Louise, who is
from Dublin, Ireland, while visiting
in New York. The Perlmans have
raised their four children in the Valley
All four attended J M U.
Perlman taught at a public high
school in Wilton, Conn., Fishburn
Military Academy and U.Va. before
coming to J M U. He has taught Latin,
18th- and 20th-century French literature, and "every level" of French
grammar and reading. His specialties
are French civilization and phonetics.
He has served on the Faculty
Senate, the Honor Council and the
Committee for-Study Abroad.
After retiring he plans to "take it
easy." He looks forward to taking
long walks, bird-watching and playing some "very mediocre tennis." An
avid reader, he will concentrate on
French and English literature, but
will not limit himself to that. "I read
all sorts of things," he said.
In addition, he and his wife will do
some traveling. Later this year they
plan to go to California, where three
of their children live. Perlman hopes
to go to France "in a couple of years."
He has seen many changes in foreign language instruction in his years
at J M U. The biggest is that "we are
now preparing many students for business and government careers in our
classes," while in the past, most language majors went into teaching. And
because of the program in international business, there has been a
demand for business language courses.

What he will miss most about his
association with JMU is "speaking
French with students and faculty."
And he will miss sharing an office
with Stewart. "We have gotten along
splendidly," he said. "I have always
enjoyed the order in which he kept
everything."

guages from Columbia University
and did some additional graduate
work at Georgetown University and
U.Va.
He taught at Highland Manor
School in Long Branch, N.J., and at
Harrisonburg High School before
beoming a full-time faculty member
at Madison College in 1957. While at
Harrisonburg High he supervised
student teachers here.
He has taught Latin, French, education, anthropology and American
History ("which I learned somewhere
along the way") as well as German.
"I have enjoyed every year, every
minute" of teaching. "I always
wanted to be a teacher," he said.
Stewart officially retired in December but has been teaching German
and anthropology courses this semester. "If they need me in the fall, I'm
happy to teach," he said.
In the meantime he has plenty to
keep him busy. "I will continue what
I have done all the time," he said.
That includes work on the Broadway
Planning Commission and writing
and speaking about Valley folklore.
One of the founders of the Shenandoah Valley Folklore Society, he has
"files and files of documents and
slides" to put in order.
He has also kept all the documents
from his flight from Austria. They
may be useful in writing "my own
personal hjstory," including "how
difficult it was to get out," he said.
He, too, plans to do some summer
traveling with his wife Nancy an
English teacher at Harrisonburg
High School. He especially likes tak-

Stewart, who has been a citizen of
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy,
Austria, Germany and now the United
States, attributes the success of his
odyssey to the Shenandoah Valley to
"extremely favorable circumstances."
As a Jew trying to escape from Austria in 1939 he was arrested by the
Gestapo. He was questioned, but
because he already had his American
visa, he was freed. "Without the visa I
would have been sent to a concentration camp."
He was spOnsored in his immigration to the United States by a "very
distant relative" -former Secretary
of the Treasury Henry Morganthau
Jr., Stewart said. His parents and sister followed him about a year later.
As a "friendly alien," he was
drafted into the Army in I 941. He
spent the remainder of the war as an
interpreter for military intelligence.
He was stationed in the United

ing trips to see his four "instant child-

States, Germany, Belgium, France

ren" hom Nanc-y's 'Previous

and a little town called Broadway,
England. He became aU .S. citizen in
1943.
Stewart earned a B.A. in classics
from College (now University) of the
Pacific in Stockton, Calif. He has an
M.A. in the teaching of foreign Ian-

riage.

mat:~d now he has one grandchild,

whose photograph he displays even
more proudly than he does the Americanization Medal awarded him by
the Daughters of the American Revolution for helping many immigrants
pass their citizenship test.

John Stewart (left) and Milton Perlman shared books with students and colleagues as they prepared for
retirement. They had been office mates for 21 years.
Photo by Judith Daniel
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Alumni in the News

Carper Is New Dean
Dr. Howard N. Carper Jr. ('56) has
been named academic dean at Shepherd College in Shepherdstown,
W.Va.
Carper has been on the Shepherd
faculty for 27 years. He has his bachelor's degree from Shepherd, his master's from JMU and his doctorate
from American University.

StinneH Named
Donald L. Stinnett ('74) has been
named senior accountant at the Reynolds Metals Co. plant in Florence,
Ala.
Stinnett, a native of Buena Vista,
previously was an accounting representative at the Reynolds plant in
Corpus Christi, Texas. He joined
Reynolds at its Richmond plant after
his graduation from JMU.

SuHon
Receives Award
PhoefSutton ('81) has been awarded
the Northern Michigan University
Shias Institute Award for "Burial
Customs," a play he developed
through a National Endowment of the
Arts fellowship.
His play, a dark comedy dealing
with a family's reaction to the death of
a loved one, was performed at Northern Michigan University in April.
While llrtending JMU, Surton was
\.nvo\ved \.n \.hea\.e'C oo\.h a

a 'W'Cl.l.e'C

1984
and an actor.
After leaving JMU, Sutton attended graduate school at the University
of Florida for one year. He now lives
in Hollywood, Calif.

Wake Wins Election
Carolyn C. Wake ('52) easily won
re-election to Richmond City Council
in an election there in May.
Wake represents Richmond's Ninth
District, which is in the southern end
of the city.
She defeated five challengers for
the council seat and received more
votes than all the other candidates
combined.

Club Honors Davis
Susan Davis of Suffolk has been
named Handicapped Professional
Woman of the Year by the Suffolk
Pilot Club.
Davis has worked at the Norfolk
Naval Shipyard since 1981 and is in
charge of the central dictation system
in the Office Automation Technology
Center. She transcribes dictation,
providing drafts and final documents.
Davis, 26, was named Outstanding
Federal Handicapped Employee of
the Year last year.
Blind since birth, Davis does not
consider herself handicapped. "I
don't see the cloudy days," she told a
newspaper reporter. "I am in a permanent sunshine world.~ '
She sings and plays organ, piano
and guitar in Suffolk area churches
and for civic clubs and nursing
homes. Davis' latest venture is a
semimonthly visit to the Suffolk ]ail
where she leads songs as part of a
Sa.\valion 1!\.nn.y p'CO@.'C&.m.

With Non-Voting Status

JMU Visitors Approve
Adding Student Member
The James Madison University
Board of Visitors has voted to name a
student as a non-voting member of
the board.
The board had been asked by the
JMU Student Government Association to name a student board member.
JMU President Ronald E. Carrier
told the board he favors having a student member "because it will demonstrate the awareness of this board to
an important group on this campus."
Carrier said a student would bring
the "vision of youth and the enthusiasm of youth to the board.
"This would not be to correct a

problem," Carrier said. "The board
doesn't have a communication problem with students."
He said the action would demonstrate JMU's reputation as a "very
progressive university."
Recent changes in Virginia law give
boards of state colleges the option of
naming student members.
The student will not have a vote
and will not take part in executive
sessions of the board.
The student will be selected by
board members from a list of three
finalists chosen by J M U's Division of
Student Affairs.

Women's Swim Coach Named
JMU Women's Athletic Director
Dr. Leotus Morrison has announced
the appointment of Judi Flohr as
women's swimming coach at JMU.
Flohr has been men's and women's
swimming coach at the College of
Wooster in Wooster, Ohio, since 1981
and has guided Wooster women's
teams to an overall 20-9 record.
Under Flohr, 25 Wooster women's
swimmers have qualified for the Division II_I national championships and
16 have earned All-America honors.

She received a bachelor's degree in
physiology from the University of
California-Davis in 1975 and earned a
master's degree in physical education
from California- Davis in 1979. Flohr
swam distance freestyle and backstroke as a member of the CaliforniaDavis swimming team, and she continues to swim competitively in the
U.S. Master's program.
Flohr replaces Rose Ann Ben ~on ,
who res igned earlier thi s year to
pursue other career interests.

Alumni Board
Notebook ~ D.A

ffpr·
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Alumni Scholarships
Announcedfor1984
It was announced at the March meeting of the JMU Alumni Board of
Directors that the two incoming freshmen to receive alumni scholarships in
the fall of 1984 will be Roland F. Dierauf of Charlottesville and Jennifer
Vaughan of Woodstock.
Dierauf is the son of Marguerite Gordon Dierauf ('59) and Vaughan is the
daughter of Patsy Funkhouser Vaughan ('52).
The J M U Alumni Association has made available these academic scholarships to sons and daughters of JMU alumni. The awards are based on
academic merit, extracurricular activities and ability to achieve at J M U.
The recipient of the $500 scholarships are identified as Alumni Scholars.
The recipients remain eligible to receive the scholarships as long as they are
enrolled at J M U and they maintain the academic records as prescribed by
the alumni scholarship committee.
It was also reported at the board meeting that the alumni office has
received a very good response to the alumni questionnaire. More than 8,000
have been returned already. Alumni who have not returned their questionnaires are urged to do so.
The alumni office also reported an excellent response to the student
phonathon which was just completed. The board heard a report from
Francis Turner, director of admissions at J M U, and will hear a report at the
next meeting from Tom Nardi, head of the career planning and placement
office.
I would again urge alumni to contact the board member living nearest you
if you have a matter which you feel merits study or consideration by the
board.
Beginning with this issue of Montpelier, we will be carrying brief biographical sketches of each member of the board.
ln this issue we feature Danny O'Donnell ('60) of Harrisonburg and Carol

Eldrige Eubank ('62) of Manakin-Sabot.
O'Donnell is first vice president of the alumni board and received his B.S.
in business administration from J M U in 1960. He also attended the U niversity of Richmond. O'Donnell is an associate with Shomo & Lineweaver
Insurance Agency Inc. in Harrisonburg. He is active in the Elks, Moose and
Lions clubs in Harrisonburg and has served on a number of special JMU
committees. His wife, Gail Matthew O'Donnell, is a member of the JMU
Class of 1960 and they have a son and daughter at JMU.
Eubank is a Realtor with Moseley Flint Real-Estate. She received her B.S.
in business administration from JMU in 1961 and also has attended the
University of Richmond. She is active with the Second Baptist Church, the
Retreat Hospital Auxiliary and the Tuckahoe Woman's Club. She and her
husband, William B. Eubank Jr., have four children. Two of them, a son and
a daughter, have attended JMU.

Horan Named as Fellow
In Governor's Program
Richard T. Horan Jr., who graduated from JMU in May with a political science and public administration
major, has been selected as one of 24
Governor's Fellows in Virginia for
the summer.
Horan, who is from Springfield,
will work for two months this summer
in Gov. Charles Robb's office. He will
work directly with the attorney
general, lieutenant governor, a member of the Cabinet or a member of the
· governor's staff on various projects.
Horan plans to·enter University of
Virginia law school . At JM U he was
named as Outstandmg Student in
Public Administration in 1981 and
served as honor council prosecutor for

the Honor Council. He graduated
with distinction for completing an
honor thesis on political consultants.
The Governor's Fellows program
gives graduating seniors and graduate
students firsthand experience in the
process of state government. The
program encourages students to enter
careers in government and public
administration.
A. E. Dick Howard, U. Va. law professor, directs the program which is in
its £hird year. Last year 20 students
from colleges and universities throughout
Virginia participated.
Students who are selected receive a
stipend from their institution to fund
their work.
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Class Notes
1944
Marjorie Avery Willard is enjoying her
retirement after 37 years of teaching physical
education at Marymount College of Virginia.
She was named professor emerita upon her
retirement from Marymount. Marjorie lives in
McLean, Va.

1947
Former JMU Alumni Association President
Sue Deaton Ross (1968-70) has resigned her
position as director of financial aid at Hollins
College in Hollins, Va. Her resignation is effective June 30, 1984.

1949
Evelyn Dickson Dowling teaches swimming and water safety for Palm Beach County
(Fla.) Parks and Recreation. She also swims
with the Palm Beach County Masters Swim
Club and is treasurer of the club and a member
of its planning committee.

Brian A. Carter joined Ralston Purina in
February as director of horse care products. He
and his wife Cathey ('79) and two children live
in Chesterfield, Mo.
Donna DeLuca-Pichini is teaching emotionally disturbed adolescents at Archway
School in the Berlin, N.J., area.
Christine john Kenderdine has been a
special education reacher for nine years in the
Roanoke County (Va.) Public Schools.
Arnie Lundberg is regional technical support manager for IBM in San Francisco. He
and his wife, the former Mary Lou Crossland
('76), and their twin daughters live in Fremont,
Calif.
The Rev. JohnS. Sivley is assistant rector
of the Church of the Good Shepherd in Norfolk, Va.
Debbie Nackley Turner is secretary of the
Richmond chapter of the J M U Alumni Associarion. She has been on maternity leave from the
faculty of the Richmond Hospital Education
Program.

1976

Betty Ann Blanton recently received the
Agnes Meyer Outstanding Teacher Award.
She is a fifth grade teacher at R.C. Haydon
Elementary School in Manassas, Va. She has
been the organizer and sponsor of the Haydon
4-H Club.

Jay Demeter is an account executive with
Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., in Virginia Beach,
Va. He and his wife Judi and two sons live in
Chesapeake.
Brad Elkins has been named vice president
and regional manager for Dominion Trust
Company in the Hampton Roads, Va., area. He
and his wife, the former Susan Heely ('76),
and their three children live in Portsmouth.
jackie Hydro has been named assistant
director of career planning and placement at
Radford University in Radford, Va. She formerly was the assistant director of financial aid
at Radford.
Thomas Roberts is working for the University of Miami in Miami, Fla.
jan Gary Williams and her husband Jim
and son Ryan recently moved to Russell, Ky.
Jan does substitute work in the day care program at the local YWCA.

1969

1977

1959
William F. Koch has been elected a senior
vice president of Ovemite Transportation Co.,
based in Richmond, Va.

1960
Alice Courtney Gedro and her husband
Joe and son Stephen moved to West Point, Va.,
following Joe's retirement from the U.S. Air
Force.

1961

Ann Cosby Williams is assistant professor
of business administration at Virginia Commonwealth University.

1970
Ellen Tillery Sheppard, a vice president
of George Shinn Association, a chain of more
than 17 colleges in the South, was selected an
Outstanding Young Woman of America for
1983. She is the daughter of Ellen Stanford
Tillery·('37).

1972
Valli Smith Ritchie teaches kindergarten
for Henry County (Va.) Public Schools. She
and her husband Ronald and three children live
in Collinsville.

1973
Sherry Brown Hume recent!Y ~o~pleted
her fifth year of teaching in the V1rgm1a Beach
Public Schools.
·
jayne Say Leal is a petrole~m geologist for
the minerals management serv1ce for the Gulf
of Mexico of the U.S. Department of the Interior. She and her husband Francisco and two
daughters live in Metairie, La.
George Toliver officiated games at the
U.S. Olympic Committee's men's i;'asketball
trials held in April in Bloomington, Ind. He
was one of eight officials selected to work at the
trials. George is recreational activities director
at JMU.

1974
Sam Baker has been named associate
athletic director at Tennessee Tech in Cookeville, Tenn. He previously served as director of
marketing for the athletic department at the
University of Oregon.
Ben Hancock is executive director of development at Boise State University in Boise,
Idaho.
Matthew H. Lloyd is a salesman for Aaabar
Printing and Forms Co. in Richmond, Va.
Carolyn Nash Mucciaro is a cost analyst
for the U.S . Department of Defense . . s~e
received a master's degree in business adminiStration from George Mason University in 1977
and worked in banking for five years before
joining the Department of Defense.

Jim CoJJins is a "Million Dollar Agent" for
Long and Foster Realtors in Northern Virginia. He and his wife, the former Cheryl McDonald ('78), live in Alexandria.
Bill Gibson recently completed his first
year as head basketball coach at Bishop Ireton
High School. His team finished second in. the
Virginia Catholic High School ChampiOnships. Bill lives in Annandale, Va.
Denise Castagnola Fernald and her husband Scott have returned from Germany
where they were stationed in Wurzburg for
three years. Denise and Scott and their son
Brian Scott now live in Winston-Salem, N.C.
Steven E. Holland recently became controller for Bon Ton Foods, Inc., and York
Snacks, Inc. in York, Pa. He lives in Landisville, Pa.
Dr. Kevin M. Kenny graduated from the
Medical College of Virginia School of Dentistry in 1982 and is now living in La Jolla, Calif.
He is receiving post-doctorate training as a
lieutenant in the U.S. Navy.
Pamela Trail MacPherson is a computer
specialist in Phoenix, Ari:z., where she Jives
with her husband and their 2V,-year-<>ld son
Mark.
Cindi Judge Manger is teaching a third
grade resource class in Spring, Texas, a town
north of Houston.

1978
Lt. David L. Hardwick is a carrier naval jet
aviator in Monterey, Calif. In December he
will go to Germany as an eli:change pilot in the
German Luftwaffe.
Michael L. Hern has joined the Harrisonburg Jaw firm of Litten, Sipe and :Miller .in the
general practice of Jaw. He re~e1ved hts law
degree from William and Mary m 1983.
David L.lngram has been elected secretarytreasurer of the National Society of Professional Surveyors. He has been president of his
own firm, David ·Lee Ingram & Associates,
Inc., since 1976. David lives in Mount Crawford, Va.
Gregory Kandt teaches fifth and sixth
grade language arts, social studies and ~ligion
at Holy Redeemer Elementary School m Kensington, Md.
Julie Maby Moore is a mark~ting ~up~rt
representative in a computer busmess m Fa1r-

fax, Va. She and her husband Bill ('76) live in
Annandale, Va.
·
Susan E. Onderdonk is organist and
choirmaster at Trinity Episcopal Church in
Iowa City, Iowa, and works in an office at the
University of Iowa. She received a master's
degree in organ from the University of Iowa in
1982 and plans to begin work on a doctorate in
voice this fall.
Rebecca Sporhase has started her second
year of teachi_ng art at Ukarumpa High School
in Papua, New Guinea. She plans a six-week
tour of Europe before returning to Norfolk,
Va., next January.
Laurence R. Wood was appointed ·
town manager of Hardwick, Vt., last November.

1979
Erich A. Arthur has been promoted to an
assistant vice president at Bank of Virginia in
Richmond. He is a product development officer
in the marketing department.
Anita Bradshaw is associate director for
programs of the Virginia Division of Volunteerism in Richmond. She also serves as choir
director at St. Bridget's Church in-Richmond.
Keith Drevets trades stock options
as a market maker on the floor of the Chicago
Board Options Exchange. He and his wife, the
former Tricia Fischetti ('81), live in Chicago.
Terri Beazley Flagg has been named manager of dedicated processing for Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Virginia. She has been with the
Richmond-based company since 1979.
Rose Goode Goheen opened her own State
Farm Insurance Agency in Virginia Beach,
Va., last November.
David S. johnson is a computer operator
for the U.S . Postal Service in Lynchburg, Va.
He had been working in radio broadcasting and
programming for four years.
Maria L. Knapp has been named director of
nursing of the DeJarnette Center in Staunton,
Va.
Claudia Clark Luzadder and her husband
Gary and two children are living in Sterling,
Va. Claudia does volunteer work with the local
library•s children's programs.
A.rt.bur Miller is a dri\\\ng eng\.ne.e.r in the.

offshore division of Te\eco Oil Company.
Arthur, who lives in Lakewood, Colo., received
a degree in petroleum engineering from the
Colorado School of Mines in December.
W. Chris Miller has been named programming project leader in technical systems o~ the
naval nuclear fuel division of Babcock & Wilcox
Company. He joined rhe company, based in
Lynchburg, Va., in 1979.
Annette Muscarnera is a guidance counselor at two junior high schools in Fauquier
County, Va. She is also a volunteer announcer
at the local Christian radio station, WPRZ.
Annette received a master's degree in education from CBN University in 1.982.
George L. Payne Jr. is director of finance
for Fauquier County, Va. He is beginning work
on a master's degree in business administration
this summer.
Karen Kent Ritchie is a junior buyer for
Acme Visible Records in Crozet, Va. She and
her husband Tim live in Waynesboro.
Cynthia A. Sencindiver completed a master's degree in consumer studies at the University of Tennessee in December. She plans to
pursue a doctorate.
jennifer Stanley-Dunkle is studying business at the University of New Mex1co
and is a part-time travel agent. She recently
toured New Zealand's South Island, Tasman1a
and the Great Barrier Reef in Australia.
Dianne Duggan Terrell is working for the
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command in
Warren, Mich. She and her husband John live
in Mt. Clemens, Mich.
james C. Williams is manager of the. La
Porte City (Iowa) Insurance Agency. He hves
in Hudson, Iowa.
Brenda Simonic Winn is a technical specialist for Robert Shaw Controls Company in
Richmond, Va. She and her husband Marshall
live in Glen Allen.

1980
Jeff Bolander is a reconnaissance platoon
commander stationed in Camp Pendleton,
Calif. He recently completed Navy Dive
School and an Army Airborne Course.
Patti Buttram Brooks is working as a professional photographer for Bill Buttram Photog-
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raphy in Fredericksburg, Va. One of her photographs was voted the Best Wedding Candid
in the state by the Virginia Professional Photographers Association in 1983.
L. Shelton Carter is a budget control analyst in the submarine program at Newport
News (Va.) Shipbuilding.
Collin Crawford is working in management for Fr'!_nk Ix and Sons in Charlottesville,
Va., and is president of the Charlottesville Jaycees. He and his wife Connie and two children
live in Ruckersville, Va.
Teresa Langley Edwards received a master's degree in health administration with a
concentration in hospital administration in
May. She recently completed a year of residency at Virginia Baptist Hospital in Lynchburg.
Melody Haynes is teaching health and
physical education at the new Cox High School
in Virginia Beach, Va. She coached the Coli:
gymnastics team to a 10-2 record last year.
Melody, who also coaches track, will be cheerleader sponsor at the high school next year.
Kristy Kimbriel Love is an audit supervisor with the Commonwealth of Virginia Auditor of Public Accounts in Richmond. She and
her husband Jeffreys live in Bon Air.
Kathy Duerr Saunders received a master
of science degree from Towson State University in January 1983. She and her husband Ken
live in Virginia Beach, Va.
Richard Shapiro is an associate for Crandall, Pyles and Crandall, a law firm in Charleston, W.Va. He graduated from the University
of Connecticut Law School in 1983.
David Su is teaching science at a private
school in Northfield, Mass.
Carolyn Durrer Swingle is working for
The Restaurant Company, a restaurant management firm in Richmond, Va.
Gayle Murphy Young is a fourth-year business reacher at Culpeper County (Va.) High
School. She and her husband Jeff live in Locust
Grove.

1981
R. W. "Bud" Batten is a lieurenanr in rhe
U .S . Navy and a pilot stationed at NAS Barbers
Poinc, Hawaii. Bud and his wife Elaine and son
Eric live in Ews lkach, Hswllii.
'Pa.u.'-a. '\...... 'BTe.n't.'\..\n'&e:T U a '9a"CW..

"t~"t,.t"t

ia"t

the Nat\ona\ ?at\<. Serv\ce. -rn;., "''''mm.oe~ """
wi\\ wor\<. at Dinosaur Nat\ona\ Monument \n
Vernal, Utah. ln the winter Paula work~ at the
ski school at Deer Valley Ski Resort in Park
City, U tah.
William H. Church has been accepted into
the doctoral program at Emory Univ~rsity . He
recently received a master's degree m neurochemistry from Emory. William lives in Decatur,
Ga.
Tricia Fischerti Drevets is news editor of
The North Loop News, a weekly newspaper
serving Chicago's North Side. She and her
husband Keith ('79) Jive in Chicago.
Hope M. Fanning is working in planr
supervision for Cone Mills, In~. She ~ecently
completed her master's degree m clorhm~ and
textiles at the University of North Carolma at
Greensboro and has entered the Ph.D. program
there.
Rick Fontaine is a computer analyst with
Henkels and McCoy and his wife, rhe former
Gayle Blaylock ('81), is an associate accountant for Sperry Computer Systems. The Fontaines live in Blue Bell, Pa.
john B. Fout is the EDP auditor at Madison
National Bank in Washington, D.C. John and
his wife, the former Nancy Geier ('83), live in
Falls Church, Va.
Na~cy J. Harmon is a professional representative with Merck, Sharp & Dohme Pharmaceuticals in rhe Washington, D.C., area. She
Jives in Annandale, Va.
Dianne Jonassen Johnson is assistant to
the curator of American decorative arts at the
Yale University Art Gallery. She and her husband Michael live in New Haven, Conn.
joan Ditmore Kasura is a Jaw student at
George Mason University School of Law. She
and her husband Tim live in McLean, Va.
Brendan M. McConnell is in his third ye~
of studies at the Pennsylvania College of Podiatric Medicine at Philadelphia, Pa.
Stephen E. Patton is manager of th.e S":ord
& Kilt Restaurant at Qoverleaf Mallm Rtcbmond, Va. He lives in Midlothian.
Greg Pope is a sales representative ~or ~e
Gentra Group in Fairfax, Va. He and bts wif~,
the former Maria Grosz ('81), and thetr
daughter live in Woodbridge.

Continued on Page 10
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Paula Gyorko SherriJI is teaching French
at Waynesboro (Va.) High School and is working toward a master's degree in counselor psychology at JM U. She and her husband William
recently went on a two-week study tour of
France. The Sherrills live in Staunton, Va.
Sam Stinnette works for Martin Marietta
Energy Systems in Oak Ridge, Tenn. He
received a master's degree in statistics from
Virginia Tech in December 1982. Sam and his
wife, the former Kathy Black ('81), live in
Clinton, Tenn.
Patricia Dreppard White is working for
NBI, Inc., an office automation company in
Rosslyn, Va. She and her husband Greg live in
Lorton.
Bob Wilson is showroom manager with
Carousel Designs in Miami, Fla. He previously
worked as an interior designer with Marriott
Corp.

1982
Mark D. Chester is an ensign in the U.S.
Navy and is stationed aboard the U.S.S. Vancouver, with a horne port in San Diego, Calif.
Mary Brubaker teaches physical education
and world history at Luray (Va.) High School.
Teresa Caviness is account manager with
North American Communications Group, a
direct response marketing organization. She
lives in Richmond, Va.
Joni Baughman Coutry is a second grade
teacher for Fairfax County (Va.) Public
Schools. She lives in Herndon.
Pam Cropper and her husband, Howard
Hilton, both work for General Electric in
Atlanta, Ga. Howard received a master's degree
in business administration from J M U last year.
Jon Deutsch is an administrative aide to the
governor of New Jersey. He lives in Mountainside, N.J.
Marty Grenn is a financial analyst in the
division of corporate regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission in Washington,
D.C. He lives in Fredericksburg, Va.
Craig HiJiyard is beverage manager for the
Sheraton-St. Louis Hotel in St. Louis, Mo.
Ann-Hope Johnson is living in Paris,
where she is a bilingual radio journalist and is

StUd"jing ltallan.
William L. Walp is sales manager for the
Marriott Corporation in Des Moines, Iowa. He
is also an assistant scoutmaster in Des Moines.
A. Pamela Woodie has been appointed
budget director at the University of Virginia.
She had served as a budget officer at the university since 1979.
Sarah Winslow is a flight attendant with
American Airlines.
Donna J. Yates recently transferred from
the Norfolk, Va., to the Roanoke, Va., office of
Ernst & Whinney, CPA.

1983
Susan E. Bishop is a marketing coordinator
for four McDonald's Restaurants in the Richmond, Va., area.
Rosemary Clower is teaching perceptually
impaired children at Long Valley, N.J. She
lives in Kenvil, N.J.
Nancy Geier Fout teaches emotionally disturbed children at Leesburg (Va.) Elementary
School. She and her husband John ('81) live in
Falls Church.
Second Lt. John V. Fulk is assistant team
commander in the 52nd U.S. Artillery Detachment in Marienheide, West Germany. He
graduated from the officer basic course at the
Air Defense Artillery School at Fort Bliss,
Texas, last year.
John Graves is employed by Luray Caverns
Corporation in Luray, Va.
Jim HiJI has been promoted to supervisor of
cash management at QuesTech, Inc., in
McLean, Va. He and his wife, the former
Kathy Rietman ('83), live in Reston, Va.
Teresa Huston is a second lieutenant in the
Air Force Nurse Corps. She is stationed at
MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa, Fla.
Bill Jones is working for Leggett Department Store in Roanoke, Va.
Kathleen Brooks Lauman is a mortgage
consultant with Merrill Lynch Mortgage Corp.
in Stamford, Conn. She is former owner/
founder of Sun~ce Aerobics which was based
in Harrisonburg.
Dale Ludwig is a research assistant in the
microbiology department at East Carolina
University's School of Medicine.

Brenda Morgan is a public information
officer with the WIC program of the Virginia
State Health Department. She lives in Richmond.
Renee North is teaching at Ashby-Lee
Elementary School in Mt. Jackson, Va. She
lives in Harrisonburg.
James F. Quigg is working for Links Systems, a division of Singer Corp. He lives in
Adelphi, Md.
Cindy Shumaker is a real estate agent with
Jack Null & Co. and also teaches emotionally
disturbed children in Chesterfield 'County, Va.
She lives in Richmond.
Catherine·L. Staples is recreation director
for the Girls Club of Chesapeake, Va. She is
working toward a master's degree in business
administration at Old Dominion University.
Debbie Swartley is assistant night manager
at The Lodge in Colonial Williamsburg and
does show water skiing in the summer. Last
year she took a five-week vacation tour to 13
European coun~ries.
Nick E. Sweeney is an accountant with
A.P.S., Inc., in Denver, Colo.
JetTTokryman is working in the accounting
department of Eastern Airlines' credit union.
He lives in Miami, Fla.
Linda M. Varlen is an accountant for Allied
Corporation in Hopewell, Va. She lives in
Richmond.
Melanie Williams is a computer programmer for AT&T Communications in Oakton, Va. She lives in Ahnandale.
Janet Gunter Winn is teaching emotionally
disturbed children at Holmes Junior High
School in Eden, N.C.

Weddings
Elizabeth Beveridge ('73), to Michael Kelley,
on December 10, 1983.
Carolyn Nash ('74), to Leonard Mucciaro, on
October 9, 1982.
Christine Elizabeth John ('75), to Joseph
Wright Kenderdine, on October 22, 1983.

Lisa W . Collin~ ('11), ~o Kim A.ustin, on Sept~mber 17, 1983.
Cindy Judge ('77), to Douglas C. Manger, on
October 15, 1983.
Dierdre Ann Brickner, to Laurence R. Wood
('78) on January I, 1984.
Linda J. Reynolds ('78), to Michael Thomas
Cleary, on October 22, 1983.
Rose Goode ('79), to David Evan Goheen, on
May 7, 1983.
Dianne Duggan ('79), to John L. Terrell, on
·
January 9, 1982.
Karen Kent ('79), to Tim Ritchie, on July 24,
1982.
Dorothy Maxey ('79), to Bill Money, on
December 10, 1983.
Patti Buttram ('80), to Michael J. Brooks, on
October 15, 1982.
Kristy Kimbriel ('80), to E. Jeffreys Love, on
June II, 1983.
Amy Lecocq, to Richard S. Shapiro ('80), on
December 28, 1983.
Kathy Black ('81), to Sam Stinnette ('81), on
April9, 1983.
Gayle Blaylock ('81), to Rick Fontaine ('81), on
June 18, 1983.
Becky Skeins, to Carey B. Cole ('81), on
November 12, 1983.
Patricia L. Drepperd ('81), to Greg 0. White,
on August 27, 1983.
Dianne C. Jonassen ('81), to Michael Johnson,
on May 26,.1984.
Sharon Elizabeth Steelman ('81), to Steven Lee
Cooper, on September II, 1983.
Leslie A. Voegler ('81), to Duane Gallimore, on
March 21, 1981.
Deborah B. Wilburn, to Brendan M. McConnell ('81), on June 25, 1983.
Katherine L. Anderson ('82), to Timothy J.
Crum, on April 16, 1983.
Patricia H. Beale ('82), to Paul T . Milteer, on
April 9, 1983.
Karen L. Cinsavich ('82), to John B. Rice Jr.
('82), on November 19, 1983.
Karen Craig ('82), to Daniel Skelton, on November 26, 1982.
Pam Cropper ('82), to Howard Hilton ('82), on
July 9, 1983.

Jodi Gregory ('82), to Stephen F. Maher ('84),
on August 6, 1983.
Deborah Wetherbie ('82), to Phillip G. Walker,
on June li, 1983.
·
Kathleen A. Brooks ('83), to Thomas G.
Lauman, on March 31, 1984.
Nancy Geier ('83), to John Fout ('81), on September 3, 1983.
Janet Gunter ('83), to David Wayne Winn, on
October 15, 1983.
Kathy Rietman ('83), to Jim Hill ('83), on
August 6, 1983.
Dana Wade ('83), to Dennis Ray Williamson,
on July 9, 1983. ·
Carol J. VanDerveer ('84), to William 0. Giles
('84), on May 12, 1984.

Births
A daughter, Jennifer Joy, to Thoinas and Jean
Barnhart ('64) Skorupa, on July 6, 1983.
A daughter, Abigail Rose, to Ronald and
Sherry Ellis ('69) Passeri, on July 31, 1983.
' A daughter, Kimberly Rose, to Gary and Linda
Miller ('70) Bolen, on May 3, 1983.
A son, Lindsay Robertson III, to Lindsay and
Nancy Bouteiller ('72) Barnes, on December
7, 1983.
A daughter, Amber Elizabeth, to Ronald and
Valli Smith ('72) Ritchie, on December 5,
1983.
A daughter, Laura Beth, to Andy and Kitty
Drean ('73) Dawson, on February 23, 1984.
, A daughter, Kristen Elisabeth, to Les ('73) and
Diane Allen Stanley ('75), on December 9,
1983.
A son, Benjamin Forrest, to Patrick ('74) and
Elizabeth Winborne ('74) Sullivan, on July
21, 1983.

A son, Brent Steven, to Steven Earl and Faith
Herndon ('77) Ballew, on Sept. 30, 1983.
A daughter, Andrea Nicole, to Richard and
Sylvia Nelson ('78) Bradfield, on August
12, 1983.
A son, Benjamin Louis, to Mark ('78) and
Barbara DeBellis ('79) Kennedy, on September 28, 1983.
A son, Michael Carey, to Terry and Page Carey
('77) Fisher, on August 24, 1983.
A son, Michael Scott, to John ('78) and Kathy
Dorsey, on November 29, 1983.
A son, Adam Carl, to Thomas ('78) and Wanda
Crane ('80) Henschen, on January 10, 1984.
A son, John Alexander, to Mike ('78) and Cathy
Lutinski ('78) Lee, on September 6, 1983.
A son, Paul Courtland, to Don ('78) and Leslie
LaPierre ('77) Marek, on August 26, 1983.
A daughter, Alana McRae, to Rob and Martha
Booth ('78) Sossamon, on November 10,
1983.
A daughter, Rachel Allen, to Jim ('79) and Sue
Meador ('78) Haley, on January 7, 1984.
A son, Timothy David, to David S. ('79) and
Judy Harris Johnson, on November 10,
1983.
A son, Da.vid Bradley II, to Brad ('80) and Teri
Hockman ('80) Clark, on June 4; 1983.
A daughter, Kathryn Allyson, to Charles ('80)
and Kathy Erdman ('80) Johnston, on January 22, 1984.
A son, Brian Andrew, to George ('80) and
Martha Scheeler, on June 19, 1983.
A son, Timothy Ray Jr., to Tim and Carolyn
Durrer ('80) Swingle, on January 27, 1983.
A son, Christopher Ellis, to Michael and Vicki.
Gaddy ('81) Greer, on January 11, 1984.
A son, Cooper Nathaniel, to Duane and Leslie
Voegler ('81) Gallimore, on September 22,
1983.
A daughter, Andrea Maria, to Greg ('81) and
Maria Grosz ('81) Pope, on October 8,
1983.

A daughter, Victoria Anne, to David and
Cecilia Gray ('75) Batalo, on March 17,
1983.
Twjn daughters, Edn Loujse and Kristin

Marie, to Arnold ('75) and Mar"j Lou Cross\and ('16) Lundberg, on February \0, 19M.
A daughter, Jeananne Virginia, to Joseph and
Deborah Nackley ('75) Turner, on December 3, 198).
A son, Justin Blake, to Dean ('76) and Wanda
Newton ('74) Atkins, on December 16,
1983.
A daughter, Laura Marie, to John and Sherry
Trayer ('76) Gentile, on January 26, 1984.
A son, Ross Allen, to Edward ('76) and Rebecca
Hutchinson ('77) Powell, on November 16,
1983.
A daughter, Cheryl Ann, to Bob and Heidi
Wolfe ('76) Plinio, on September 7, 1982.
A son, Matthew Stephen, to Steve and Mary
Carol Stanton ('76) Smith, on July 22, 1983.
A son, Brian Scott, to Scott and 'Denise
Castagnola ('77) Fernald, on October 21,
1982.
A daughter, Erin Elizabeth, to Brian and Pam
Pereira ('77) Hebert, on February 26, 1982.
A son, Matthew Zane, to Michael and Susan
Haraughry ('77) Koch, on October 6, 1983.

Obituaries
Dr. Rachel Weems Gann,on October 31,1983.
Dr. Gann served as resident physician and
professor of health education at J M U from
1925-44.
1925 Helen N. Leitch, on January 10, 1984.
1927 Marjorie Ober Woodall, on January 22,
1984.
1933 Lelia Ludwig Morse, on February 5,
1983.
1939 Margaret Rusher Nelson, on December 6,
1983.
1948 Gloria Cegelski McCarthy, on August 19,
1983.
1949 Nan Carter McCann, on October 26,
1984.
1952 Bouchelle Allen Hall, on February 18,
1984.
1968 Marjorie Faulkner (Jackie) Ledford, on
August 20, 1983.
1983 Thoma~ L. Reiff, on December 17, 1984,
from injuries suffered in an automobile
accident.

JMU Special Documents
Given Printing Awards
Special certificates and honorary
doctorate diplomas prepared in
conjunction with JMU's 75th anniversary celebration have been cited by
the Printing Industries of the
Virginias.
The certificates and diplomas
received a certificate of excellence in
the 1983 Graphic Communication
Awards competition of the association, which includes printing firms in
Virginia and West Virginia.

The award was presented to the
firm which printed the documents,
Charles F. McClung Printer Inc. of
Waynesboro. The diplomas and
certificates were designed by the
JMU publications office.
The certificate and diplomas were
presented last March during the 75th
anniversary program. They went to
Gov. Charles S. Robb, Wallace L.
Chandler of Richmond and A. E.
Dick Howard of Charlottesville.
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Print of James Madison Given to JMU
A Currier and lves print of James
Madison has recently been given to
J M U by the faculty members of the
department of management and
marketing.

The print will hang in the lobby
area of the main floor of the Madison
Memorial Library.
The work is part of the "Presidential Portraits" series done by Currier

Dr. Mary Habanand Dr. Kent Zimmerman display the Currier and Ives
print ofjames Madison recently donated to JMU by faculty members of
the department of management and marketing.

JMU Gift Items
A large number of special James Madison University items are now available
from the University bookstore.
The items, including JMU clothing and glassware, are described on this page.
Orders may be placed by mail. With the exception of orders for chairs, each
order should include $2 for postage and handling. The chairs will be sent to
purchasers freight collect.
Virginia residents should also add 4 percent sales tax to each order.
A color-coded needlepoint chart of the seal of
James Madison University has been developed
for the Richmond Area
Alumni Chapter by Grace
Madden McCarthy ('35).
The finished chart size
is 14" by 18\1'2". The
charts are available at $5
each.
Proceeds from the sale
of the chart will go entirely
to the Richmond Area
Alumni Chapter scholarship fund.
The order form on this
page may be used. If a
needlepoint chart is the
only item being ordered,
please include $1.50 for
postage and handling. If
other items are also being
ordered, enclose $2 for
postage and handling.
University Alumni Chairs with
gold seal (shipped freight collect)
Captain's Chair with cherry arms
......... ... ... . ........ $130.00

Boston Rocker ...... .. ... $125.00
Nylon Jacket, fleece lined with JMU
imprint. S, M, L, XL. Navy, Green,
Maroon ................... $21.95

and lves. The first five, including the
Madison portrait, are considered to
be the best because they were taken
from the paintings by Gilbert Stuart,
according to Dr. Martha Caldwell,
pro_fessor ofart. Caldwell teaches art
history at JMU.
Through the efforts of Dr. Kent
Zimmerman, assistant professor of
management, funds were collected
from the department of management
and marketing to obtain the print.
A plaque will be hung that credits
the department for its gift, said Dr.
Mary Haban, dean of the libraries and
learning resources and professor of
library science.
The framed print is a ·full-color
lithograph measuring 14 by 18
inches. "James Madison, Fourth
President of the United States, lith.
and pub. by N. Currier, 2 Spruce St.,
N.W." is printed in script lettering at
the bottom of the print.
A local art collector has owned the
work for nearly six years. The ·work
was recently placed on consignment
at Harrison Antiques in downtown
Harrisonburg.
Caldwell was contacted and
discussions on its possible acquisition
were begun through Dr. Ray Sonner,
vice president for university relations.
"We were delighted to have the
opportunity to purchase this work,"

The Madison print is taken from
the Stuart painting. That work now
hangs in the museum at Bowdoin
College in Brunswick, Maine. The
painting was completed in 1805 when
Madison was 54 years of age.
The print's colors are very true to
the original painting, noted Caldwell.
"The Stuart painting is quite colorful.
Currier and Ives made an effort to
suggest those warm rich colors,
especially the burgundy," she said.
Nathaniel Currier and James M.
lves are the United States founders of
the lithographing company · that
published prints from 1838 to 1872.
They are known for their 19thcentury series of prints showing the
manners, people and events of the
times. They were responsible for a
group of over 500 portraits of famous
people comprising a who's who in
America.
Currier and I ves produced more
than 6,000 scenes and portraits as
inexpensive art for people to collect.
Lithographs then sold for
15
cents to 25 cents.
Lithography was a new process in
America at that time, using. a special
ink. The ingredients included beef
suet, goose grease, castile soap, gum
mastic and carbon.
The Currier and lves print of
James Madison will become part of
the permanent fine arts collection at

Caldwell said.

]MU.

James Madison University Bookstore • Harrisonburg. VA. 22807
SOLD TO : (please pnnt)

SHIP TO : If you des11e your order to be shopped to another
person or to you at a dolferent address. please
enter ontormatoon here
Name-----------

N a m e - - - - - -- - - -Address - - - - - - - - - - -

Address - - - - - - - - - - -

Coty - - - - - - - - - - - State._ _ _ _ _ _ _.Lop _ __

Coty - - - - - - - - - - - -

Enclosed

os__chec~oney

order

_____Master Card

_ _Visa

Account n u m b e r - - - - - - - - -

in the amount ot $ _ _ _ __
Make payable to· James Madoson Unoversoty
May

S t a t e ' - - - - - - - - L ' P-- - - We honor

Exp11atoon date - - - - - - - - -

sognature requ11ed

we su b stotute
ITEM DESCRIPTION

SIZE

COLOR

QUANTITY

TOTAL

PRICE

-

TOTAL MERCHANDISE

Sorry. but no C.O
or phone orders can be
accepted Prices subject to change without
notoce.

s

Va. resodents add 4% sales tax

$

POST AGE & HANDLING-$2 00

POST AGE & HANDLING

$

o:

2.00

Allow 4 weeks tor delivery.
TOTAL ORDER

Necktie, 85% polyester, 15% silk.
Navy Blue with gold JMU crest
.......... . ...... . ..... .. .. $9.95
Book, "Madison Conege: The
First 50 Years, 1908-1958" By Dr.
Raymond C. Dingledine Jr .... $4.00
Gold Sweater with bulldog emblem.
S, M, L, XL .. ............ $26.95
Gold 3-Button Polo Shirt with
bulldog emblem. S, M, L, XL$14.95

Gold Nylon Jacket with bulldog
emblem. S, M, L, XL ...... $21.00
Pewter Plate with raised J M U letters
and seal (IOYz'') ............ $20.95
Pewter Bread and Butter Plate
With raised J M U letters and seal
(7") ...................... $12.50

Pewter Mug with raised JMU letters
and seal (16 oz.) ..... ....... $15.95

$

White Ceramic Mug with JMU
imprint (20 oz.) ..... .. ... .. $11.25
Old Fashioned Glass with JMU seal
(7 oz.) ..................... $2.95
Executive Glass with JMU seal
(8 oz.) ... ...... ..... .. ..... $2.95
Tumbler Glass with JMU seal
(10 oz.) .................... $2.95
Shot Glass with JMU seal (2 oz.)
........... ... ............. $2.25
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C u t along dotted line and mail-,

Moving? News?
If you're planning on moving anytime soon, please let us know so we can
make sure you don't miss any issues of Montpelier.
Your fellow alumni are also interested in knowing what you're doing now.
Send us some information about yourself and we'll include it in the Class Notes
section. Story ideas are always welcome, too.

James
~~?maa1son
\wl un1vers1ty
Office of Alumni Programs
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C l a s s - - - - - - - Address------------------------City ____________ State _ _ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ __
OCheck if this is a new address.
News---------------------------

Faculty Senate
Ms. Carolyn Myers Treas.
JMU/Campus Mail '
22807

Send to: Office of Alumni Programs
Hillcrest
James Madison University
Harnsonburg, VA 22807
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